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SYNOPSIS
Eutrophication can in stratified waters often be considerably reduced by
discharge of the sewage belov the pycnocline. Sewage diacharged into the
deep water of a fjord or similar confined, stratified basins will be accum—
ulated in the deep water for certain periods of time. This accumulation,
the transport of sewage to the surface water by diffusion, and deep water
renewals caused by the discharge or by natural causes are predicted by the
present model. The model has been tested in a tracer study in the Byfjord,
Sweden, and applied for predictional purposes to deep water discharges of
sewage in the same fjord and the Oslo Fjord, Norway.

RESUHE

Leutrophication peut, dans les eaux stratifiées, souvent #tre notablement
réduite par les evacuations teaux usées sous le pycnocline.
Les eaux usées qui sont déversées en eau profonde dans on fjord ou dans on
bassin deau stratifiée Caccumulent en eau profonde pendant certaines péri—
odes. Cette accumulation, le transport des eaux uséea ~ Veau de surface
par diffusion, et le renouvellement de leau profonde, occasionnés par les
émissions ou en raison de processus naturels, sont prévus dans le présent
modMe. Le modfle a fait lobjet de tests ~ Vaide de traceurs dans le fjord
“Byfjorden” en Su~de, et a été appliqué dans des buts de pronostics pour dé
versement deaux usées en eau profonde dans le m~me fjord et dans le fjord
“Oslofjorden” en Norw~ge.
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INTRODUCTION
Discharge of sewage into surface waters often causes a significant eutrophic—
ation in estuaries, fjords, and other partly landlocked coastal waters.
In
regions with stratified waters this drawback can of ten be considerably reduced
by discharging the sewage below the pycnocline.
A fjord is characterized by steep sides, a deep basin, and a sill at its mouth.
A strong stratification often occurs at or below the depth of the sill. The
pycnocline thereby acts as a hd on top of the deep water~ Complete renewals
of the deep water by inflow of denser water over the sill occur infrequently at
intervals of several years to a few times a year. Sewage discharged into the
deep water of a fjord or similar confined, stratified basins will therefore be
accumulated in the deep water for certain periods of time. The model has feat—
ures that in several cases are similar to those of managemetit nodels for deep,
stratified reservoirs (see for example Ll1 and [21 ).
BASIC PRINCIPLES
When discharged into the deep water, the buoyant sewage jets from the manifold
are deflected upwards during a continöous entrainment of the ambient water. The
density within the jets increases with height, whereas the density of the ambi—
ent stratified water decreases. The vertical rise of the jets finahly stops
near the level of neutral buoyancy. This normally occurs in the lower part of
the halocline.
When leaving the buoyant jet phase, the diluted sewage is
spread horizontally over the fjord in a layer, here called the trapping layer.
This spreading is governed by natural advective notions and gravity forces in—
duced by the sewage. The ambient water entrained into the buoyant jets must
for continuity reasons be replaced by water from the trapping layer. This crea—
tes a forced vertical circulation in the fjord within the height of the rising
jets, i.e. from the discharge level to the trapping level. Above this level,
the pynocline is continuously raised by a vertical advection of equal rate as
that of the sewage discharge. This advection is, however, orders of magnitude
weaker than the induced circulation.
When deep water renevals are included in the model, further stages should be
considered.
The density of the deep water decreases continuously at a rate
determined by the sewage discharge and the vertical diffusion. The moment when
a deep water renewal actually occurs is determined by the natural density fluct—
uations at the sill level outside the fjord. The denser inflowing water ent—
rains ambient water ahong the slope down into the deep basin. The infhowing
water may be arrested within the halocline or penetrate to the bottom, all dep—
ending on the density relations between the inflowing water and the deep water.
The gravity—induced horizontal spreading and the large scale verticah circulat—
ion set up by the inflowing water are analogous to the corresponding stages in
the spreading of sewage. The tine scale is, however, much shorter.

The differences in density, sewage concentration, etc, are usually

much great—
er in the vertical than in the horizontal direction, except when the first
wedge of sewage or new deep water is moving horizontally over the basin. The
isopycnic surfaces are consequently almost horizontal. In terms of time scales
this can be expressed as the time scale for horizontal transport (spreading)
being much shorter than that for vertical transport.
As outhined above, the spreading of sewage discharged into the deep water of a
confined, stratified basin is basically a three—dimensional problem. One can,
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Huber, W. et.al. (1972) Temperature Prediction in stratified Reservoirs
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however, transforn it into a quasi one—dimensional problem by splitting up the
basin into a main region and two subregions. Averaging over the horizontal
plane reduces the analysis of the nain region to an one—dimensional form. The
subregions contain the buoyant jets and the inflowing deep water, respectively
(see Fig.l).

Flows into and from the main region

~

Upper boundary
Buoyant jet region
Region for
inflow of
deep water
— Lower boundary,

bottom or
arbitrarely chosen
f or deep tjoros
Fig.1

Definition sketch for the model
Fi~ure de définition du modfle.

OUTLINE OF TNE MODEL
Coverning equations
The governing equations for the main region are based on continuity and conserv—
ation of mass for the density—stratifying agent and the sewage, respectively.
The equations are written
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where, Q
vertical flow rate; q.
and q0
inflow and outflow rates per
unit height; c
concentration o~ density—s~ratifying agent or sewage; c~
corresponding concentration in inflow water; A = horizontal area; IC~
tuPbul—
ent diffusivity; r — rate of internal production or decay.
Important information about the basic scheme of vertical distribution of sewage
is gained by a dimensional analysis. The main parameters in Eq. (2) can in not—
malized form be expressed as
3C
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For the normalizing procedure the
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following variables are used: go
discharge rate of sewage, Y0 and S height
and mean dilution of the jets during the initial stage and A
and K , repres—
entative values for horizontal area and diffusivity within this heighL
Ident—
ification in Eq.(2) yields
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Le. the dimensional number, R, can be expressed as the ratio between advective
and diffusive velocities or as the ratio between characteristic time scales for
diffusion and advection within the nain storage volune for sewage.
Inflow and
outfiow of sewage has been taken inta accoumt, implicitly, by the choice of go,
Y and
in the normalizing procedure. A more reliable expression for charact—
e~ization of the spreading pattern is gained by introduction of the actual time
needed for vertical spread of sewage within the rising height of jets by advect—
ion and diffusion, respectively, as tine scales (see [37 ).Deep water inflow
rates are usually orders of nagnitude larger than those of the sewage discharge,
and, without dimensional considerations, advection can easity be judged to be
totally predoninant for vertical transport.
Caiculation of inflow and outflow
The buoyant phase for deternination of
has been computed according to the
theories of Cederwall [4) and Fan.
1 A computer application of Fens
theory is given by Ditnars [5] . The resuits obtained differed only slightly,
and therefore the much simpler method of Cederwall is now used in the model.
Analytical works dealing with the vertical flow distribution for trapped sewage
or inflowing deep water are not available. The physical behaviour of the hona—
antal spreading of sewage in an initially motionless recipient has, however,
many features common with a wake collapse in stratified waters. Contrary to the
wake, the diluted sewage water is certainly not honogeneous when reaching the
trapping level, but the degree of stratification can be assumed to be less pro—
nounced compared to that of the ambient water, thus inposing a gravity—induced
horizontal transport. For the pnincipal stage of the wake collapse, when the
velocity of the wedge, U, does not change so much with time, the velocity accor—
ding to Long [6] is given by

(5)

where N
the Brunt—Väisälä frequency;
h
the layer thickneas and p
sity of the ambient water. Continuity yields

the den—

h=1 (*)11 (q2/~S1)

(6)
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where q
flow rate per unit of width, taken as the ratio between the total in—
flow rate and the mean width of the fjord. y has to be determined by experim—
ents. The thickness of a withdrawal layer, which is a gravity—driven mechanism,
is given by fundamentally the same expression (see [II ). This similarity seems
also reasonable. Eq.(6) has therefore been used for deternination of the thick—
ness of trapping layers for sewage and inflowing deep water, respectively. For
the vertical distribution of sewage within the trapping layer the same approach
as used in [1) is applied, i.e. the inflow distribution is assumed to be of a
Gaussion form, and 95% of the inflow should be included in the thickness of the
trapping layer.
A proper description of the deep water renewals requires that the vertical den—
sity distribution above the sill outside the fjord is known for a given period
of simulation. Corresponding density distribution inside the fjord is deteria—
med by the renewal flow itself, due to the lifting of the deep water. A meth—
od for caleulation of the flow over the sill where the continuous variation in
density difference with depth is considered, is described in f7) . By applying
the theory of Ellison and Turner [8) , an expression for the entrainment of wat—
er along the slope into the deep basin has been derived.
—

a (~p

Q )l/3

(7)

where s
coordinate along the slope, a = coefficient which is dependent on
the inclination of the slope and åP and Q are density difference and flow
rate at the actual depth, respectively. The a—value must of ten be found by cal—
ibration from field studies.
The sewage discharge of ten changes the vertical density distribution considerab—
ly and this may in tum affect the turbulent diffusivity. In deep basins diffu—
sivity is in several cases found to be closely related to the stability of the
density stratification, [7) . For the two fjords dealt with in this paper the
relation is of the form
Ky

B (N2)”

(8)

where the coefficients a and

~ are found from field studies.

Boundary conditions and solution of the basic eguations
Boundary conditions are given as
=

0

c~,

=

=
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(9)

where
and y
denote the elevation for the bottoia and the sill, respect—
ively;
c = density or concentration at the sill level outside the fjord, or
a given fixed reference value. During deep water renewals, c is calculated
with respect payed to the lifting of the deep water.
r

[7]

Göransson, C—G, and Svensson,T. (1975) The Byfjord: Studies of Water
Exchange and Mixing Processes — S~I PM 594, Swedish Environmental Pro—
tection Board, Stockholm, Sweden. (In Swedish with surary and captions
in English).
Ellison, T.H. and Turner, 3.5. (1959) Turbulent Entrainment in
Stratified Flows. — J.Fluid.Mech. Vol.6, part 3, pp 432—449.
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The governing equation, (2), has been solved by both explicit and implicit fin—
ite difference schemes.
K

The former impose for stability reasons that

AL... <12

(10)

*<l

(11)

and
~.

where åy and At are the time and space increments, rejpectively. Uncond—
itionally stable implicit schemes can be used but, for reasons of accuracy,they
ought to fulfil the relation given in Eq.(ll). Thi~s relation has in most appli—
cations been the most restrictive one. Therefore, an explicit schene has com—
monly been used.
APPLICATION TO A FIELD STUDY
The author has participated in extensive multidisciplinary research on an eut—
rophicated fjord, the Byfjord, situated on the West Coast of Sweden. The hyd—
rodynamical studies 1:73 included an extensive tracer simulation of a propos—
ed deep water discharge of sewage from the adjacent town of Uddevalla. The
fjord is approximately 4 km long. 1.5 1cm wide and has a maximum depth of 50 m.
The fjord is highly stratified below the sill level. The sill is situated at
the narrow entrance, 100 m wide, of the fjord at a depth of 11 m. The mean rate
of flow of sewage is expexted to increase to 500 lis in the future.
Brackish surface water was continuously pumped into the deep water at a depth
of 25 m to simulate the sewage discharge. Pumping was performed for a period of
2.5 nonths at a flow rate of 200 lis. A fluorescent dye,Rhodamine—B, was used
as a tracer. The first, gravity driven, wedge of the tracer was spread over the
entire fjord in less than a week. The horizontal gradients within the trapping
layer became relatively small af ter 2—3 weeks. The thickness of the tracer
marked layer was f pund to be 3.5 m during the progress of the first wedge. By
using the mean width of the fjord, which is almost of a rectangular form, and
the buoyant jet flow reaching the level of neutral buoyancy, one gets a value
of E 7 in Eq.(6).
The present model has been applied to the tracer test. Calculated and measured
values averaged in the horizontal plane are shown in Fig.2. The averaging pro—
cedure smooths out the measured prof iles somewhat. The upper part of the pyc
nocline was disturbed during the study by smaller inflows over the sill. Meas—
ured and predicted values show a fairly good agreement, especially in view of
the complexity of the field measurementa. The vertical distribution of the
tracer reveals that both advection and diffusion are important spreading mech
anisms in this case. From Eq.(5), R — 12 is found.
Measurable concentrations of the tracer remained in the
than two years until a complete reneval occurred. This
itions for studies of vertical diffusion and the effect
in the pycnocline. From these studies the coefficients
determined to be cx = 0,6 and 6 — 1,2.l09 (Ky in m2/s).

deep water for more
implied excellent cond
of minor renewals with—
~in Eq.(8) have been

APPLICATIONS FOR PREDICTIONAL PURPOSES
The Byfjord.
For predictional purposes the present model is applied to the previously ment—
ioned sewage discharge in the deep water, with a flow rate of 500 lis and a
discharge depth of 30 ni. The result for a period without any deep water ren—
ewals is showu in Fig.3.
The stronger vertical circulation induced by the sewage discharge compared
with that of the tracer study results in a pronounceJ advection—dominated
B43
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spreading pattern. Consequently, a much higher value, R80, is found for the
ratio between advective and diffusive velocities~ Density and sewage concentra_
tion within the storage volume,i.e. the deep water volume within the height of
the buoyant jets, are almost homogeneous. Thus, a simple box nodel with a moving
upper boundary can be osed to give a good simulation of a deep water discharge[3]
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The Oslo F4ord

The Oslo Fjord, Norvay, is a water area of considrably larger dimensions titan
the Byfjord. The area just below the halocline is go km2 for the part of the
fjord dealt with in this example, the Vest Fjord. Vertical diffusion is a much
more effective transport mechanism in this larger fjord, almost an order of
magnitude larger compared with that of the Byfjord, a —0.8 and B —6.2
10—8.
This leads to a more rapid decrease in density of the deep water and yearly ren—
ewals of the deep water.
An example of a simulation of a proposed deep water discharge of sewage is shown
in Fig.4. The flow rate, Q0, is 3 m3/s, and the depth of discharge is 42 m.
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This vertical distribution of sewage has a quite different pattern showing that
vertical spreading is almost exclusively determined by diffusion. Consequently,
R—l.l has a low value. In this case a very good estinate of the vertical sewage
distribution can be achieved by simply applying the analytical solution for a
continuous point source into a basin of constant cross—sectional area. The
comnon features of the density prof iles are to a very little extent influenced
by the sewage discharge, whicb also reveals the predominance of diffusion. This
means that only small horizontal density gradients will be established. The
horizontal gravity—induced spreading of sewage within the trapj,ing layer will
consequently be weaker here, and natural currents may play a store important
role. Greater horizontal variations in sewage concentration can be expected.
Furthermore, it is doubtful whether the whole fjord area really participates
in the spreading of the sewage. Nevertheless, the resulting vertical transport
of sewage will be well sirnilated by the model.
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